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* Access to all Excel spreadsheet files with just a few clicks. * Supports all versions of Excel from
2010 to 2016. * Easy to use and learn. * Supports all.NET programming languages, such as C# and
VB.NET. * Supports Windows and Mac OS. * Works perfectly on any.NET development environment
with no need of special add-ins. * Provides multilingual support, including English, French, German,
Spanish, Italian, Dutch, Portuguese, and Japanese. * Supports all Excel file formats, including XLSX,
XLSM, XLSB, XLSO, XLSF, XLSC, XLL, XLW, XLWT, XLSTM. * Supports all modern and old Excel file

formats, including both Excel 97-2003 and Excel 2007-2016. * Supports multi-worksheets. * Supports
Excel rich text format, including RTF and text. * Supports all types of cell range, such as text cells,

cells containing numbers, cells with formulas, and so on. * Supports all types of Excel worksheets. *
Supports all Excel sheets such as simple, chart, and all built-in and user-defined styles. * Supports all
charts, including bar, line, scatter, column, pie, bar. * Supports all rich graphics, including pictures,
drawings, charts, shapes, animation and so on. * Supports all table formats, such as tabular, pivot

table, mapped table and so on. * Supports all Excel rich text format, including TXT, RTF and rich text.
* Supports all Excel data types, including both binary and text data types. * Supports all Excel file
sizes, including small, medium and large ones. * Supports all languages, including English, French,
German, Spanish, Italian, Dutch, Portuguese, Japanese, Chinese, Korean, Thai, Vietnamese and so
on. * Supports all Excel file formats, including both XLSX, XLSM, XLSB, XLSO, XLSF, XLSC, XLSTM. *

Supports all modern and old Excel file formats, including both Excel 97-2003 and Excel 2007-2016. *
Supports all data type, including both binary and text data types. * Supports all languages, including

English, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Dutch, Portuguese, Japanese, Chinese, Korean, Thai
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* Easily view Excel spreadsheet files including all Excel spreadsheets in a folder as well as open files
of any other types. * Easily get access to cell range values such as font, styles, borders, formatting,
and formulas. * Work with large Excel spreadsheets without causing any performance issues. * Work
with Office 2007 and Office 2010. * Support unicode characters, including Arabic, Hebrew, Chinese,
and more. * Use the latest versions of Office tools. * Allows you to change the program security by
creating your own authorization policy. * Supported Office 97–2016. * Required only 15MB of free

space on your hard disk. Elerium Excel.NET Reader is the most advanced.NET open source
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component for developers. It is a must-have component for any developer who wants to read and
write Excel spreadsheets in their applications. Elerium Excel.NET Reader is the most advanced.NET

open source component for developers. It is a must-have component for any developer who wants to
read and write Excel spreadsheets in their applications. KEY FEATURES * Easily view Excel

spreadsheet files including all Excel spreadsheets in a folder as well as open files of any other types.
* Easily get access to cell range values such as font, styles, borders, formatting, and formulas. *
Work with large Excel spreadsheets without causing any performance issues. * Work with Office

2007 and Office 2010. * Support unicode characters, including Arabic, Hebrew, Chinese, and more. *
Use the latest versions of Office tools. * Allows you to change the program security by creating your
own authorization policy. * Supported Office 97–2016. * Required only 15MB of free space on your
hard disk. INTRODUCTION Visual Studio, the leading IDE for.NET developers, has all features you
need, and far more, to design and build applications using.NET. If you are new to programming in

Visual Studio and your application needs some familiarity with the Microsoft Office Excel, then
Elerium Excel.NET Reader is the best choice for you. This component allows you to open any Excel
spreadsheets in your work and just drag&drop the type of documents into it, or you can select any
file you like and open it using the Elerium Excel.NET Reader. The Elerium Excel.NET Reader offers

you the full access to all cell range of b7e8fdf5c8
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[show more] imGDB is an advanced, free and Open Source Database development software allowing
you to develop databases in Microsoft SQL Server, MySQL, MSSQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL and MS
Access on a single platform. imGDB is the open source database development software that
allows.NET Developers to easily develop and deploy databases in Microsoft SQL Server, MySQL,
MSSQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL and MS Access, with the same and advanced features used by Microsoft
SQL Server professionals. Visit: for more information. ... eWizard for C# 1.3 is a program that allows
you to create shell extensions easily with many advanced options. It also allows you to create file
filters, registry readers and more. Key features: * Generate shell extensions for directories. *
Generate registry readers. * Generate message filter. * Generate and manage file filters. * Add,
update, delete and edit files, folders, registry keys, keys, value, types, values and values. *
Advanced options for files, folders, registry keys, ... A full and easy to use professional RSS Reader
and news aggregator for Windows. It combines the power of the.NET Framework with the layout
capabilities of Windows Forms. It supports the.NET standard RSS feeds (RSS-1.0 and RSS-2.0) as well
as most popular feeds such as Windows Live, Email, Twitter, Facebook and many more. RSSReader
allows you to browse feeds, add feeds of interest, read news and post news to your account. Also
allows to comment on feeds, and compose a "favourites" list. You can share your favorite feeds with
your contacts. You can view the news you have read. All feeds are easily searchable (from title,
newsid, number of news and more). Also offers a useful "Site map" from which you can access the
whole RSS content from any feed. The RSSReader source code is completely open source.
RSSReader offers many configurable features and can be modified if needed. ... a flat.NET data
provider that connects to almost any platform and database engine (ODBC compliant) that supports
the ADO.NET SQL-based data access API. Plus, you can provide your own custom extension classes
to extend DataReader, DataSet, DataTable, and related classes.

What's New in the?

• Reads all Excel File formats • Reads two dimensional and multi-
dimension.xlsx,.xlsm,.xls,.xlt,.xltm,.xlsm,.xlam,.xlsb,.xml,.xlsx and many other Excel spreadsheet
formats that are supported by the open source Java library. • Programatically reads multi-
dimensional charts and charts from.xlsx file • Reads cells by columns, rows and cells of selected
area of Excel spreadsheet file • Reads unformatted cells and numeric cells of selected area of Excel
spreadsheet file • Reads formulas, hyperlinks and comments of selected area of Excel spreadsheet
file • Reads images from Excel.xlsx file • Reads images from Excel.xlt files and.xltm files • Reads all
Microsoft.XML Excel Spreadsheet file formats. • Reads Microsoft Access Workbook files. • Reads
Microsoft Access 97, 2000, 2003, 2007, 2010 and 2013 spreadsheet file formats. • Allows to read
Microsoft Excel 2007 password protected workbooks, that's why you can read your Excel
spreadsheet file even the file name is marked with asterisk (*) • Reads all Unicode characters,
decimal and hexadecimal numbers • Reads different Excel formulas and operations in the cells.
• Reads Excel Charts, Calculations and formulas • Reads any type of Excel layout and fonts such as
serif, sans-serif and in the same time available options for your local or remote Excel installation
• Reads colors, borders, alignment, column width, table width, table style, header style, row align,
number format, text format, and font of Excel spreadsheet file. • Reads all major properties of Excel
spreadsheet file cells. • Creates the Excel file from the same data that is included in the source
spreadsheet. • Reads multiple Excel spreadsheet files. • Reads Excel 2001-2013 spreadsheets.
• Reads multi-sheet.xlsx files. • Reads Excel 2007 Password Protected workbooks. • Reads Excel
Sheet name and cells range • Reads Office Interop
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